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Since its invention in 1994 the quantum cascade laser has become the most
important coherent emission source for mid-infrared and terahertz ranges.
The quantum cascade laser is a unipolar semiconductor laser that utilizes
electron transitions between quantized states in the conduction band for
optical emission. Due to the unipolar nature of the device, the quantum
cascade laser cannot deliver spectrally stable output under different levels
of current injection, which limits its application in gas sensing spectroscopy,
imaging and free space optical communication.
The light-emitting transistor and the transistor laser are novel three-terminal
photonic devices based on heterojunction bipolar transistors. In the direct-
bandgap base of a light-emitting transistor the electron-hole recombination is
utilized for optical emission. In a transistor laser the radiative recombination
is further enhanced by inserting one or multiple quantum wells in the base re-
gion to achieve coherent emission. Both the light-emitting transistor and the
transistor laser maintain the behavior of a heterojunction bipolar transistor
while enabling optical emission from the base region, allowing both electrical
and optical output at the same time. The transistor scheme also helps to
achieve higher bandwidth and higher data transmission rate in both the light-
emitting transistor and the transistor laser than in traditional semiconductor
laser diodes, making them promising candidates for the next generation of
optical interconnects.
The transistor-injected quantum cascade laser is inspired by the three-
terminal scheme of the transistor laser. The key feature of the transistor-
injected quantum cascade laser is to incorporate the active region of a quan-
tum cascade laser between the p-type base and the n-type collector of an
n-p-n transistor. The transistor structure allows separate control of the cur-
rent through the quantum cascade active region and the voltage drop across
the region. This would enable stable spectral output from the electron inter-
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subband transition and separation of current and voltage modulation.
The inserted quantum cascade region in the base-collector junction also
forms a tunable barrier for electrons to transition from the base into the
collector which controls the radiative base recombination. As the quantum
states in the incorporated cascade region align to create decent spatial over-
lap for designed intersubband emission, the impedance to electrons flowing
out of the base is reduced and so is the recombination lifetime. When the
quantum states are off-aligned the impedance to electrons escaping the base
is enhanced and so is the radiative base recombination. The modulation
of the base recombination through the alignment of the quantum states is
a unique and interesting feature of the transistor-injected quantum cascade
laser which also promises more applications for the device.
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1.1 The Quantum Cascade Laser
The quantum cascade laser (QCL), invented in 1994, has a fundamental
conceptual difference compared to traditional semiconductor diode lasers [1].
In a traditional semiconductor laser diode electrons are injected from the n
terminal and holes are injected from the p terminal. The stimulated emission
occurs via electron-hole recombination across the energy band gap. Usually
one or multiple quantum wells are inserted in the lasing active region to
enhance the stimulated emission. The QCL has an n+-i-n scheme and is a
unipolar device. Electrons are injected from the n+ terminal. Between the
two n terminals is the intrinsic lasing core containing repetitive stages of
multiple quantum wells and barriers. In each stage the quantum wells and
barriers define electron bound states. The stimulated emission occurs via
electron transition between the upper and the lower bound states. Electrons
go through all stages and emit multiple photons and are collected at the
other n terminal. In Fig. 1.1 the lasing active region band diagram of the
first QCL is shown with the lasing spectrum as the inset.
Because the stimulated emission in the quantum cascade laser depends
upon electron intersubband transitions, the emission wavelength is not lim-
ited by the energy band gap as in the traditional semiconductor diode laser.
By designing the thickness and composition of the quantum wells and bar-
riers in the lasing active region, which is referred to as band engineering,
the desired emission wavelength can be obtained. The energy differences be-
tween the subbands are usually smaller than the energy band gap; therefore,
the QCL is designed to be an emission source for longer wavelengths ranging
from mid-infrared wavelengths through terahertz frequencies.
For mid-infrared emission wavelengths, other coherent emission sources
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Figure 1.1: The lasing active region and injector band diagram of the first
quantum cascade laser. The inset shows the spectrum [1].
include fiber lasers, CO2 lasers, and lead salt lasers. Fiber lasers occupy
large volume and are not compact sources. CO2 lasers have gain media of
a mixture of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, hydrogen, etc. The output power of
the CO2 laser is generally around kilowatt level, making it a useful tool for
laser cutting and welding. However, a CO2 laser can only emit at certain
wavelengths as the atomic transition energy is fixed. Lead salt lasers are
compact mid-infrared emission sources, but most of them need cryogenic
temperature to operate and the output power is low. Compared with these
emission sources, QCLs provide a scalable and compact solution for mid-
infrared coherent emission with Watt-level output power. In addition, the
wavelength agility from the intersubband transition allows much freedom in
real-world applications.
As the QCL is based on an n+-i-n scheme, it behaves like a resistor elec-
trically. If higher power is needed, the current injection needs to increase; as
a consequence the voltage drop across the intrinsic quantum cascade region
changes. The upper and lower lasing levels in the quantum cascade region
are perturbed by the change in the applied voltage, and the eigenenergies
as well as the electron wavefunctions both change due to this perturbation.
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Figure 1.2: Top view of a heterojunction bipolar transistor laser with metal
contact and probe (inset) and laser output taken from a CCD camera [2].
Therefore, the output wavelength cannot be maintained stable spectrally, as
is reported in published papers and can be observed in commercial QCLs.
1.2 The Light-Emitting Transistor and the Transistor
Laser
The base recombination is key to the operation of a heterojunction bipolar
transistor (HBT). In a conventional HBT the base recombination dissipates
energy as heat. In 2004 the light-emitting transistor (LET) was invented
[3], in which the electron-hole recombination in the direct bandgap base is
utilized for optical emission. With quantum wells incorporated in the base
and highly-reflective front and back facets formed at the two ends, stimulated
emission is observed and the device is called a transistor laser (TL) [2]. A
top view of a TL is shown in Fig. 1.2.
In the LET and the TL, electrons are injected from the emitter and tran-
sition through the base. Being minority carriers in the base, a portion of
electrons recombine with holes and the rest enter the collector. As the de-
vice is based on an HBT, the LET and the TL have both electrical and optical
output at the same time, making them promising candidates for applications
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the TI-QCL.
Figure 1.4: Schematic of the energy band diagram of the TI-QCL.
in the next generation of optical communication systems.
1.3 The Transistor-Injected Quantum Cascade Laser
As mentioned before, the conventional QCL fails to deliver stable spectral
output and suffers from high free carrier absorption due to its n+-i-n scheme.
Therefore the transistor-injected quantum cascade laser (TI-QCL) is pro-
posed. The TI-QCL is based on an n-p-n HBT with the quantum cascade
region inserted between the p-type doped base and the n-type doped collec-
tor [4], [5], [6]. A schematic of the device is shown in Fig. 1.3 and the energy
band diagram of the device under working bias is shown in Fig. 1.4.
When the TI-QCL is in the forward active mode, electrons are injected
from the emitter into the base. Some electrons recombine with holes in the
base and the rest are swept through the reverse-biased base-collector junc-
tion where there are multiple stages of the quantum cascade active region.
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Electrons emit photons in each stage and are collected at the collector.
Because the device is built on a three-terminal scheme, the voltage and
current control over the quantum cascade region are separate. The injection
current into the quantum cascade region is controlled by the forward-biased
emitter-base junction and the voltage is determined by the base-collector
junction voltage. Therefore, at different current injection levels the volt-
age across the quantum wells and barriers can still remain the same. The
eigenenergy levels and electron quantized wavefunctions are not perturbed
and spectrally stable output is achieved. Separate current and voltage control
also enable both frequency and amplitude modulation of the device.
Another interesting phenomenon observed during the characterization of
the TI-QCL is the quantum modulation of the radiative base recombination.
The energies and wavefunctions of the electron quantized states are deter-
mined by the base-collector biasing condition. Under the VCB that creates the
quantized states distribution for intersubband lasing, electron flow through
the inserted quantum cascade region is facilitated by electron-phonon interac-
tion, electron-photon interaction and large spatial overlap between the states.
This reduces the impedance to electrons transitioning from the base through
the quantum cascade region into the collector, the effective recombination
lifetime in the base, and the intensity of the radiative base recombination.
When the base-collector biasing voltage does not create the designed inter-
subband lasing in the quantum cascade region, the quantum states do not
have good overlap. This forms a barrier for electrons to go through and in-
creases the effective recombination lifetime in the base. Therefore enhanced
radiative base recombination is observed.
The novelty of the TI-QCL lies not only in its service as a spectrally stable
coherent emission source for infrared wavelengths and terahertz frequencies,
but also in its promise as a new method of integrating an intersubband with
a band-to-band emission source in an HBT to achieve dual-wavelength emis-
sion. The TI-QCL has the potential for use and integration into a wide vari-
ety of applications, i.e. trace gas sensing with radiative base recombination
as an indicator for a conventional CMOS imaging array, high-speed optical
communication, photonic integration, light detection and ranging (LIDAR),
optical coherence tomography (OCT), and more.
This chapter has introduced the QCL, the LET and the TL, and demon-
strated the basic concept of the TI-QCL. Chapter 2 describes the theoretical
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modeling of the proposed device. In Chapter 3 the fabrication and character-
ization of a conventional InP-based QCL are presented. Chapter 4 describes
the fabrication and characterization of a GaAs-based TI-QCL, followed by







2.1 Overall Epitaxial Design
The overall structure of the TI-QCL is based on an n-p-n HBT. The de-
vice starts with an n-type emitter followed by a p-type base. Between the
p-type base and the n-type collector the quantum cascade region with repet-
itive stages of quantum wells and barriers is inserted. The quantum cas-
cade region is located within the fully depleted base-collector junction to
utilize the built-in field to facilitate electron transport through the active
region. At the same time the device has to maintain the characteristics of
a bipolar transistor. As a starting point, the overall band diagram of a TI-
QCL in thermal equilibrium state with zero current injection is obtained and
the transistor electrical behavior is simulated to validate the three-terminal
scheme. A static state Schrödinger equation solver is built in MATLAB solv-
ing electron eigenstate energies and wavefunctions with the transfer matrix
method for band engineering. The solver is then modified to incorporate sev-
eral key physical phenomena in the quantum cascade lasing core and solves
the Schrödinger equation, the Poisson equation and the rate equation self-
consistently to simulate electron transition between quantized states. A more
advanced self-consistent numerical model based on non-equilibrium Green’s
function (NEGF) method is employed to optimize the epitaxial design from
the electrical injection and carrier transportation perspective. On the other
hand, the electromagnetic field distribution in the device is simulated in a
COMSOL model. With the help of the EM field simulation model the opti-
cal confinement in the device is optimized. The EM field simulation model
also provides insightful guidance for processing flow design, especially the
definition of the laser ridge.
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Figure 2.1: The energy band diagram of a GaAs-based TI-QCL in
equilibrium state.
2.1.1 Band Diagram of the Overall Structure
For the overall design of the GaAs-based TI-QCL the structure starts with
the heterojunction formed by an InGaP emitter and a GaAs base. The
emitter cap is 50 nm thick with 1× 1019 cm−3 doping concentration followed
by the 0.5 µm thick emitter with 1 × 1018 cm−3 doping concentration. The
p-type GaAs base has graded doping concentration starting from 1 × 1019
cm−3 in the cap layer down to 1×1017 cm−3 to reduce free carrier absorption
and to increase depletion width of the base-collector junction. The quantum
cascade region contains intrinsic GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well and barrier
layers. The collector starts with 5 × 1016 cm−3 doping concentration and
finishes with 0.5 µm GaAs with 1× 1018 cm−3 n-type doping. When there is
no bias on any terminal the equilibrium state energy band diagram is shown
in Fig. 2.1. When the device is in the forward active mode, the emitter-
base junction is under forward bias while the base-collector junction is under
reverse bias. The energy band diagram in the forward active mode is shown
in Fig. 2.2 where the VBE is 0.5 V and VCB is 0.5 V. For simplicity only one
stage of the quantum cascade region is shown.
As is shown in Fig. 2.2, when the device is in the forward active mode
electrons are injected from the emitter and migrate to the base. Being mi-
nority carriers in the base, electrons are swept through the reverse-biased
base-collector junction when they go through repetitive stages of the quan-
tum cascade active region and emit photons with identical wavelength in
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Figure 2.2: The energy band diagram of a GaAs-based TI-QCL in the
forward active mode.
each stage. Electrons then are collected at the collector. From the overall
band diagram calculation the device should perform as a transistor.
2.2 Electrical Modeling of the Transistor
To further validate the device concept from the transistor perspective the de-
vice is simulated in Synopsys Sentaurus Device using finite difference method
to model the transistor behavior. The principle of the Sentaurus Device simu-
lation tool is to model electron transport by solving the Poisson equation and
carrier continuity equations considering different levels of physical phenom-
ena within the device. Under the designed biasing condition the simulation
outputs current values at each terminal.
The model starts with designing and meshing the device with a CAD
tool. Because the average thickness per layer in the quantum cascade region
is around a few nanometers, the quantum cascade region is regarded as a
whole bulk of semiconductor material with averaged physical property to
simplify the mesh and reduce the simulation workload without distorting the
structure and physics. The modeled device is shown in Fig. 2.3. To reduce
the mesh size while maintaining accuracy, the modeled device is smaller than
the processed device. The emitter mesa is 4 µm wide and the device width
is 8 µm. Because the total length of the device in z direction is much greater
than in x and y directions, and the current injection is uniform along the z
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direction, only the xy cross section of the device is simulated.
The ultimate simulation should include all the physical phenomena oc-
curring in the device when current is injected into it. However, due to the
limitation of the software package, some physical processes including res-
onant tunneling, quantized electron states in the superlattice and optical
emission from intersubband transition are too difficult to incorporate. Some
other physical processes are ignored because of the trivial influence on the
simulation result. The main physical phenomena considered in the model
include carrier drift and diffusion, carrier transport through heterointerfaces,
radiative and non-radiative recombination processes, heat flow within the
device, etc. The transistor family of curves of a GaAs-based TI-QCL in the
common-emitter configuration with a 0.5 mm long emitter mesa is simulated
and shown in Fig. 2.4. Based on the simulation result it is validated that the
designed TI-QCL should be able to perform as a bipolar transistor. As the
base current IB increases from 0.4 mA to 5.0 mA the current gain β decreases
from 19.8 to 10.05. As VCE increases the base-collector junction depletion
region width also increases, which is correctly reflected in the model.
Figure 2.3: The GaAs-based TI-QCL model in Sentaurus Device.
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Figure 2.4: The simulated family of curves of the GaAs-based TI-QCL.
2.3 Band Engineering of the Quantum Cascade Region
Once the overall structure is validated the next step is to band engineer the
quantum cascade region. The nature of optical emission in QCLs is electron
intersubband transition. Therefore it is important to design the superlattice
structure to have the electron transition between quantized states to output
photons of desired wavelength. Band engineering refers to designing and
tweaking the thickness and composition of each quantum well and barrier
layer in the active region. By solving the Schrödinger equation the electron
eigenenergies and wavefunctions in the equilibrium state are obtained. The
Poisson equation describes the relation between the electrical potential and
the charge distribution. The rate equation describes carrier migration be-
tween states due to different physical processes. The band engineering is
realized by solving the Schrödinger-Poisson-rate equation in a self-consistent
way to solve the electron distribution in each quantized state.
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2.3.1 Schrödinger Solver
The electron quantized states eigenenergies and wavefunctions are obtained
by solving the Schrödinger equation using the transfer matrix method [7].
The transfer matrix method provides a useful tool for investigating bound
and scattering states in one-dimensional quantum structures by dividing the
structure into segments and applying corresponding matching conditions.
In the single-band approximation the one-dimensional Schrödinger equa-







∂z + V (z)− E]Ψ(z) = 0 (2.1)
Here the m∗(z) is the position-dependent electron effective mass and V (z)
is the potential. By creating a uniform mesh along the direction normal to
epitaxial layers, the piecewise electron effective mass and potential profile in
each mesh layer j are approximated by constant values. The solution of Eq.
(2.1) for zj ≤ z < zj+1 is:
Ψ(z) = Aj exp[ikj(z − zj)] +Bj exp[−ikj(z − zj)] (2.2)
where the wavenumber kj is defined as kj =
√
2m∗j(E − Vj)/~ for E > Vj
and kj = iκj = i
√
2m∗j(Vj − E)/~ for E < Vj. The continuity at each mesh
interface requires
Ψ(z0−) = Ψ(z0+) (2.3)
and
[∂zΨ(z0−)]/m∗(z0−) = [∂zΨ(z0+)]/m∗(z0+) (2.4)
where z0− and z0+ are the positions directly to the right and left of the step





























Figure 2.5: The energy transmission plot of a GaAs-based quantum cascade
region. Each local minimum represents a bound state.
where ∆j is the thickness of mesh layer j and βj = kj/m
∗
j . The relation


















where N is the total number of mesh layers. For bound states decaying
solutions should be present at both boundaries, A0 = BN = 0. Therefore
the energy E that satisfies T22 = 0 in Eq (2.7) is the eigenenergy of a bound
state.
A Schrödinger solver based on the transfer matrix method is built in Mat-
lab. The solver first interprets the input structure into the desired band
diagram under a certain biasing condition. Then it sweeps the whole energy
range to calculate the T22 value at each energy level and generates an energy
transmission plot of T22. Theoretically if the mesh layers are small enough
T22 should vanish at bound states. However in the simulation the mesh size
is set at 0.1 nm to improve the efficiency, so T22 does not rigorously vanish
at bound state energies but shows as a local minimum instead. Then the
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Figure 2.6: The bound states in one and a half stages of the GaAs-based
quantum cascade region.
solver obtains the solution to the Schrödinger equation by calculating the
transfer matrix Tj,j+1 at each interface with the energy that gives the local
minimum T22. In Fig. 2.5 the energy transmission plot of a GaAs-based
quantum cascade region under 48kV/cm electric field is shown. The struc-
ture contains one and a half stages of the quantum cascade region, which
is shown in Fig. 2.6 together with all the bound states. The quantum well
is GaAs and the quantum barrier is Al0.45Ga0.55As. Starting from the first
injection barrier to the left the layer sequence in one stage in nanometers
is 2.8/3.4/1.7/3.0/1.8/2.8/2.0/3.0/2.6/3.0/4.6/1.9/1.1/5.4/1.1/4.8. In Fig.
2.6 the bound states of the same color are essentially the same state in each
stage. Each state is positioned on its energy eigenvalue. The injector state
of the left injector is at E = −5.3705eV . The upper and lower lasing states
are each at E=-5.3568 eV and E=-5.4701 eV and the lasing wavelength is
10.9 µm. The depopulation state is at E=-5.5122 eV and the next injector
state is at E=-5.5852 eV.
The concept of the TI-QCL is not limited to mid-infrared emission as the
14
Figure 2.7: The active region design of a THz TI-QCL based on
GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice.
inserted quantum cascade region can be as versatile as conventional QCLs
which can cover from near infrared wavelengths all the way to terahertz
frequencies. The Schrödinger solver can handle basically all combinations of
quantum wells and barriers design as well. Therefore, the Schröding solver
can be used for designing the active region for the THz TI-QCL. The lasing
core of THz QCLs also consist of alternating active regions and injectors,
though typically they involve less layers. One design that works well for
THz QCLs is a 3-quantum well design where the lasing transition occurs
in the first well and electron-phonon interaction brings the electron to the
next stage. In Fig. 2.7 a sample design including one and a half stages of
the lasing core of a THz TI-QCL is shown. The quantum well is GaAs and
the quantum barrier is Al0.15Ga0.85As. The layer sequence starting from the
injector barrier is 16/4.1/8.2/2.5/8.9/4.3 in nanometers. In Fig. 2.7 the 1
and 2 states are degenerated upper lasing levels and the 3 and 4 states are
degenerated lower lasing levels. The emission wavelength is 87.87 µm (3.41
THz).
2.3.2 Electron-Electron Interaction
The Schrödinger solver based on the transfer matrix method gives the elec-
tron eigenenergies and wavefunctions in equilibrium state. In order to sim-
ulate the situation with carrier transition between states it is necessary to
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consider some important physical processes in the system to obtain some in-
formation about carrier lifetime. Since the optical emission in the quantum
cascade laser comes from electron intersubband transition, electron-electron
interaction is the first and foremost physical mechanism to consider [8].
Fermi’s golden rule describes the scattering rate of a particle when it is per-
turbed by a time-variant potential. Because the electron-electron interaction
is due to Coulomb potential which is not time-variant, the Born approx-
imation is used by considering that the Coulomb interaction is turned on






where ε = εrε0 is the permittivity of the material and r is the distance between
electrons. The matrix element in Fermi’s golden rule is then expressed as



























The subbands in the initial state |i〉 are labeled i and j while the subbands





2 + (z − z′)2 (2.10)
Therefore Eq. (2.10) can be written as



























With a two-dimensional Fourier transform of Eq. (2.11)
〈f |H̃|i〉 = 2πe
2
4πεAqxy
Aijfg(qxy)δ(kf + kg − ki − kj) (2.12)
where






























Aijfg(qxy)|2δ(kf + kg − ki − kj)δ(Etf + Etg − Eti − Etj)
(2.15)













Aijfg(qxy)|2δ(kf + kg − ki − kj)×
δ(Etf + E
t
g − Eti − Etj)dkgdkf
(2.16)
Here the energy term is the total energy including subband energy and in-
plane kinetic energy. For a specific initial state of the first carrier ki, inte-
grating over all of the initial states of the second carrier kj and considering









fFDj (kj)(1− fFDf (kf ))(1− fFDg (kg))×
δ(kf + kg − ki − kj)δ(Etf + Etg − Eti − Etj)dkgdkfdkj
(2.17)
The first δ-function describes the in-plane momentum conservation and is
resolved when kg = ki + kj − kf . Then the scattering rate is updated with
























Considering energy conservation and in-plane momentum conservation and
assuming the final states occupancy is small enough, Eq. (2.18) can then be
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(Ei + Ej − Ef − Eg) (2.22)
This model is limited by a few assumptions. First, the final states blocking
is ignored and the Pauli exclusion principle is not considered. Second, the
screening effect is not considered. Based on this model, it is shown that
the intrasubband scattering rate is one order of magnitude higher than the
closest intersubband scattering rate. Electrons within each subband scat-
ter more rapidly than they do between subbands. This indicates that elec-
trons would redistribute themselves within each state before redistributing
between states. This conclusion is in accord with the published result based
on more advanced simulation techniques, i.e. non-equilibrium Green’s func-
tion (NEGF) method and Monte Carlo method [8]. Therefore the intra-
subband scattering rate is dominant in determining subband lifetime. The
calculated intrasubband electron-electron interaction lifetime for the injector
state is 0.505 ps, upper lasing level 0.284 ps, lower lasing level 0.297 ps, and
depopulation state 0.585 ps.
2.3.3 Electron-Phonon Interaction
Another important physical phenomenon to consider in the quantum cascade
lasing region is the electron-phonon interaction, which has been demonstrated
to be the main contributor to the electron relaxation lifetime based on ex-
perimental techniques such as time-resolved Raman scattering and infrared
spectroscopy [9]. The dominant electron-phonon interaction occurs between
electrons and longitudinal optical phonon modes, often referred to as LO
phonons. One important thing to note is that in superlattice semiconductor
structures LO phonons are confined in the layer structure like electrons and
behave differently from phonons in bulk material.
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The confined phonon modes in semiconductor superlattice structures are
approximated as slab modes or guided modes which are both solutions of a
macroscopic dielectric model with different boundary conditions. The slab
modes approximation works when in-plane polarization is much larger than
the z component [10]. The guided modes approximation works at the other
limit [11]. However, in the superlattice neither describes the phonon modes
well as the in-plane component of the phonon vector is generally comparable
to its z component. Therefore a microscopic model with analytical solutions
is used. The microscopic model takes the long-range Coulomb interaction
into consideration by simulating the optical vibrations between oppositely
charged lattice particles with a simple-cubic lattice of charged oscillators [12].
The LO phonon wavefunction for odd modes is
Φn+ = sin(µnπz/L) + Cnz/L, n = 3, 5, 7... (2.23)
and the LO phonon wavefunction for even modes is
Φn− = cos(µnπz/L)− (−1)n/2, n = 2, 4, 6... (2.24)
where µn are the successive solutions of the equation
tan(µπ/2) = µπ/2 (2.25)
with the first solution µ1 omitted. Cn is given by
Cn = −2 sin(µπ/2) (2.26)
The Fröhlich interaction describes the macroscopic electron-phonon scat-
tering with a potential function of an electron in an electrostatic field associ-
ated with phonon modes. The macroscopic dielectric continuum model fails
to recognize phonon dispersion thus degenerating all LO-phonon modes. The





Figure 2.8: The electron-LO phonon scattering rates for the left injector
state (1), the upper lasing state (2), the lower lasing state (3), the
depopulation state (4) and the right injector state (5). (a). Final state 1.
(b). Final state 2. (c). Final state 3. (d). Final state 4. (e). Final state 5.
(f). Labels of the states.
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where a and a† are phonon operators and λ is given by
λ2 = 4πe2~ωLO(ε−1∞ − ε−10 ) (2.28)
ε∞ and ε0 are high-frequency and static dielectric constants of the material
in the quantum well that confines electrons and phonons and ~ωLO is the





































while the upper and lower signs represent phonon absorption and emission
respectively. Ψ is the electron wavefunction and Φ is the LO phonon mode.
The calculated electron-LO phonon scattering rates for the injector state,
the upper lasing state, the lower lasing state, the depopulation state and the
injector state of the next stage are shown in Fig. 2.8. One thing that is worth
noting in the simulation result is that the electron-LO phonon interaction rate
is very high between the lower lasing level and the depopulation level. This
is helpful when the lower lasing level is depopulated to maintain population
inversion during the lasing process.
2.3.4 Schrödinger-Poisson-Rate Equation Solver
Once the scattering rates of main physical processes in the superlattice
structure are figured out, a self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson-rate equa-
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tion solver is developed. The solver first sweeps the whole energy range
and finds the bound states that define the lasing event. Then based on the
electron wavefunctions at all states, the Poisson equation is solved to find
out the potential introduced by the electron distribution on each subband.
This potential provides a perturbation of the Hamiltonian in the Schrödinger
equation and the new wavefunctions and eigenenergies are solved. When the
simulation converges a self-consistent set of solutions of the Schrödinger equa-
tion and the Poisson equation is obtained. The flow chart of this part can be
found in Fig. 2.9. The Schrödinger equation is solved by the transfer matrix






Φ] = −ρ(z) (2.31)
where ε is the dielectric constant of the material and ρ is the carrier distri-
bution and explicitly
ρ(z) = −e(N(z)− n(z)) (2.32)














The potential in the Schrödinger equation is then updated with the solution
from the Poisson equation
V (z) = V0(z)− eΦ(z) (2.35)
When the Schrödinger-Poisson solver converges to a solution, the rate
equation is solved based on the flow chart of the rate equation solver (Fig.
2.10). As a starting point, the rate equation only considers electron transition
between states and ignores photon generation and electron-photon interac-
tion. A periodic boundary condition is applied to simulate the consecutive
injector and active region in every stage. To further simplify the model, it
is assumed that electrons only interact within each stage. The rate equation
22
Figure 2.9: Flow chart of the Schrödinger-Poisson solver.
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Figure 2.10: The flow chart of the rate equation solver.














where the first term represents electron transition from state i to other states
and the second term is electron transition from other states to state i. The
electron lifetime is first calculated within the initial condition. Then the
electron-electron interaction lifetime and the electron-LO phonon interaction
lifetime between all states are updated. The rate equation is then solved
again for all states until it converges. In Fig. 2.11 the time evolution of
electron concentration in each subband is shown. The time step is 0.05 ps
and the relative tolerance is 0.0001. The simulation converges after 25 itera-
tions. The population inversion is achieved based on the simulation result. A
more advanced model would include photon generation and electron-photon
interaction.
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Figure 2.11: Electron population of all four states in one stage.
2.4 Advanced Epitaxial Design with Self-consistent
Schrödinger-Poisson Solver
The self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson rate equation solver developed in the
above section provides accurate simulation of electron quantized states for-
mation and electron migration between states in steady state. However, the
operation of the intersubband emission in the quantum cascade lasing region
usually requires high current input which puts the device in non-equilibrium
state. In addition, the classical rate equation modeling also oversimplifies
the physics in a superlattice structure. To better model the carrier transport
within the TI-QCL in non-equilibrium state, a self-consistent non-equilibrium
Green’s function (NEGF) method based Schrödinger-Poisson solver is uti-
lized.
The NEGF theory is one of the most powerful physical and numerical
modeling techniques for simulating quantum charge transport in an open
system [13], [14], [15]. The advantages of the NEGF method include the
ease of incorporating interface roughness and impurity scattering, quantum
mechanical description of physical phenomena, etc. [16], [17]. Compared with
classical and semi-classical models, the NEGF method offers more precise
modeling of carrier transport and has been applied in the analysis of many
electronic as well as optoelectronic devices, such as tunnel diodes [18] and
conventional QCLs [19].
The advanced self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson solver starts with solving
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Figure 2.12: The flow chart of the advanced Schrödinger-Poisson solver.
the Schrödinger equation with the NEGF method [20]. The flow chart of the
simulation can be found in Fig. 2.12. The NEGF formulas in the model are








where each term represents the Hamiltonian of the left reservoir, the device,
and the right reservoir. The tight-binding basis
〈r|k, n〉 = eik·rφn(z)/
√
A (2.38)
is used in the Hamiltonian where k is the wavevector perpendicular to the
growth direction, φn(z) is the localized Wannier function on site n and A is
the cross-sectional area. The matrix element of H0 is
〈k, i|H0|k, j〉 = εkiδi,j − ti,jδi,j±1 (2.39)
The onsite energy εki and the hopping term ti,j can be obtained by associ-
ating the matrix with the discretized effective mass Hamiltonian [21]. The
device region is uniformly sliced into N sites. Boundary self-energies which
incorporate the coupling to the left and right reservoirs are calculated using
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where gR represents the self-energy of the reservoir when it is unconnected
to the device. The self-energies in Eq. (2.40) and (2.41) are zero for sites
i, j 6= 1, 1 or n, n. The equation of motion for the retarded Green’s function
GR in the device can be written as
(E −HD0 − ΣRB)GR = 1 (2.42)
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In the TI-QCL simulation the self-energies of the reservoirs gR are obtained
simply by applying an iteration loop with the assumption that adding or sub-
tracting one layer from a semi-infinite region does not change the properties
of the boundary. Ballistic transport is assumed for the sake of simplicity and
the recursive Green’s function algorithm is applied for calculating the inverse
of the matrix in Eq. (2.43). Once the retarded Green’s function is obtained









where fL(R) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution of the left (right) contact which
incorporates the bias applied to the device and ∆ is the site spacing. The
electrostatic potential profile is calculated by solving the Poisson equation
with the charge density obtained from Eq. (2.44) under Hartree approxima-
tion.
In the TI-QCL self-consistent model the device is assumed to connect to
charge reservoirs at room temperature. The quantum cascade region is con-
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Figure 2.13: Energy band diagram of the GaAs-based TI-QCL generated by
self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson solver using NEGF method [20].
sidered to be a multi-quantum-well structure along the growth direction and
uniform in the plane normal to growth direction. The NEGF method is
mainly applied to the growth direction and electron behavior in the lateral
plane is treated as plane wave and expressed in closed form. The electron
distribution is calculated by considering carrier injection from metal con-
tacts with the corresponding Green’s function and boundary self-energies.
The charge distribution and the energy band diagram with applied external
biasing voltage is obtained self-consistently until the simulation converges.
In Fig. 2.13 the conduction band diagram of the GaAs-based TI-QCL gener-
ated by the self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson solver using NEGF method
is shown.
Compared with conventional QCL where the quantum cascade region is
inserted between two heavily doped n-type semiconductors the TI-QCL has
electrons injected from the base under built-in voltage bias in the fully de-
pleted base-collector junction. The interface between the base and the quan-
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Figure 2.14: Energy band diagram of the InP-based TI-QCL from the base
terminal to the collector terminal generated by self-consistent
Schrödinger-Poisson solver using NEGF method [20].
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Figure 2.15: Energy band diagram at the interface between the base and
the quantum cascade region in the InP-based TI-QCL generated by
self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson solver using NEGF method [20].
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tum cascade region is crucial to electron injection efficiency. It is important to
choose the right material and doping concentration in the base to ensure high
injection efficiency into the quantum cascade superlattice structure. When
the NEGF method based self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson solver is used
for designing the epitaxial layer for the InP-based TI-QCL, the conduction
band diagram is generated for the base-collector junction as shown in Fig.
2.14. The left side is the collector terminal and the right side is the base
terminal with 30 stages of quantum cascade region in between. In Fig. 2.15
the interface between the base and the first stage of the quantum cascade
region is shown in greater detail. In order to ensure the injection efficiency,
a thin layer of n-type doped semiconductor is inserted between the base and
the quantum cascade region to flatten the energy band so the end of the base
is more continuous and holds a higher density of electrons.
The thickness of the inserted n layer is tricky as it has to be thick enough
to offer a flat energy band for electron injection but also thin enough not
to disrupt the transistor behavior. Figure 2.16 shows the energy band dia-
gram of the interface between the base and the quantum cascade region with
different designs of the inserted n layer. The NIN situation corresponds to
conventional QCL where the interface is between an n-type injection terminal
and the intrinsic quantum cascade region. The PIN situation corresponds to
direct interface between p-type base and the quantum cascade superlattice.
With different thicknesses of the inserted n layer (all with 1 × 1017 cm−3
doping concentration) the energy band is shown to have different degrees of
bending and flattening. In Fig. 2.17 the depletion region width for InGaAs
symmetric p-n junction is also calculated to provide guidance for designing
the inserted n layer in InP-based TI-QCLs.
The doping concentration is another important design parameter as it
affects band alignment, diffusion length, depletion region width, and free
carrier absorption. In Fig. 2.18 the energy band and electron local density
are plotted for different inserted n-layer doping concentrations. By utilizing
the NEGF method based Schrödinger-Poisson solver the TI-QCL is simulated
with greater precision and new design insight is discovered and applied.
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Figure 2.16: Energy band diagram at the interface between the base and
the quantum cascade for different base-QCL region interface designs [20].
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Figure 2.17: Depletion region width for In0.53Ga0.47As symmetric p-n





Figure 2.18: Energy band diagram and electron local density at
base-quantum cascade region interface with different doping concentrations
for the inserted n layer. (a). 8× 1016 cm−3 n-type doping. (b). 2× 1017
cm−3 n-type doping. (c). 5× 1017 cm−3 n-type doping [20].
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2.5 Optical Simulation
Waveguide design is very important in the design of a laser. By analyzing
the optical field distribution in the device, the waveguide design can be op-
timized. A mid-infrared quantum cascade laser is usually much longer along
the propagation direction; therefore, simulating the optical field in the cross
section would be enough. Based on the result of the two-dimensional optical
field distribution, the optical confinement in both lateral and vertical direc-
tions can be extracted. In the lateral direction, the laser ridge dimension
can be tweaked to achieve the best confinement. In the vertical direction
of the cross section of a conventional quantum cascade laser, optical con-
finement is achieved by adjusting the doping concentration in the top and
bottom cladding layers to reduce the real part of the refractive index with
the plasmon enhancement effect.
The optical field distribution starts with tuning the material dielectric
constants. The Drude model is used here to determine the real and imag-











and γ = 1
τ
where the τ is the free electron relaxation time which is determined



















The imaginary part for a doped semiconductor is very small, so in the op-
tical field simulation only the real part is taken into consideration. In the
conventional quantum cascade laser, the lasing active region is embedded be-
tween doped cladding layers. This type of waveguide design is referred to as
a plasmon-enhanced waveguide [24]. In GaAs-based quantum cascade lasers
the top and bottom cladding layers are usually doped Al0.9Ga0.1As [25]. In
InP-based quantum cascade lasers the cladding layers are usually doped InP
or AlInAs [26]. For mid-infrared emission of 8 µm wavelength the refrac-
tive index of n-type doped GaAs with 1× 1018 cm−3 doping concentration is
0.75. The refractive index of n-type doped GaAs with 4× 1016 cm−3 doping
concentration at the same wavelength is 3.23. The refractive index of n-type
doped Al0.9Ga0.1As with 6× 1017 cm−3 doping concentration is 2.87.
In the transistor-injected quantum cascade laser the structure is essentially
n-p-i-n. Therefore the doping concentration in the n-type doped emitter, p-
type doped base and n-type doped collector needs to be optimized to achieve
the best optical confinement in the vertical direction. In Fig. 2.19 the re-
fractive index profile of a GaAs-based transistor-injected quantum cascade
laser is shown. The device starts with the Al0.9Ga0.1As top cladding and the
InGaP emitter with 2× 1017 cm−3 n-type doping concentration. The doping
reduces the real part of the refractive index of the emitter down to 2.3. The
GaAs base is lightly doped to reduce the free carrier absorption. The intrin-
sic lasing active region is 28 stages of quantum cascade regions with GaAs
quantum wells and AlGaAs quantum barriers. The average refractive index
is used to represent the whole lasing active region. The GaAs collector is
lightly doped for the same reason as the base. The bottom cladding has the
same composition and doping concentration as the top cladding.
The electric field distribution is solved with the finite element method
(FEM) using COMSOL Multiphysics. The emitter and the top cladding lay-
ers form the laser ridge that confines the mode distribution in the lateral
direction. The emitter, base and collector terminals are covered with metal
and terminated with impedance boundary condition, a boundary condition
for metal contacts that are not perfect electrical conductors. The semicon-
ductor is terminated with scattering boundary condition to avoid reflection
of the outgoing waves from the exterior boundary of the domain. The FEM
is used to solve the eigenmodes in the waveguide. In Fig. 2.20 the fundamen-
tal mode in the cross section of a GaAs-based transistor-injected quantum
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Figure 2.19: The refractive index profile of a GaAs-based transistor-injected
quantum cascade laser.
cascade laser is shown. The normalized electric field magnitude shows that
the optical field is well confined in the lasing active region and under the
laser ridge. In the vertical direction, it is important to confine the optical
field within the intrinsic quantum cascade region to reduce the free carrier
absorption in the doped base and collector. In the lateral direction, the width
of the laser ridge is critical in confining both electrical injection as well as
optical field. A minimum ridge width is required to support the fundamen-
tal standing wave mode. As the ridge gets wider, higher order modes are
supported and injected current is more spread out. The optical confinement
factor describes the fraction of power guided in the core of the waveguide













In conventional mid-infrared QCLs, the quantum cascade region is inserted
between two heavily doped n-type semiconductors. Typically the optical
confinement factor of conventional mid-infrared quantum cascade lasers does
not exceed 50% with a plasmon-enhanced waveguide. In the GaAs-based
transistor-injected quantum cascade laser the optical confinement factor is
68% due to the confinement from the doped emitter, base, collector and top
and bottom cladding layers.
The optical simulation model can also be used for simulating optical field
distribution in a THz TI-QCL. The optical confinement in a conventional
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Figure 2.20: The normalized electric field distribution in the cross section of
a GaAs-based transistor-injected quantum cascade laser.
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Figure 2.21: The normalized electric field distribution in the cross section of
a GaAs-based terahertz transistor-injected quantum cascade laser.
THz QCL relies on metal contact instead of semiconductor-based cladding
layers with low refractive index from plasmon resonance or material proper-
ties due to the long wavelengths. In Fig. 2.21 the normalized electric field
distribution of a GaAs-based TI-QCL is shown. The lasing wavelength is







3.1 Introduction to the InP-based Mid-infrared
Quantum Cascade Laser
The InP system has proven to be a promising and versatile material system
for many photonic and optoelectronic devices including lasers, photodetec-
tors, and modulators. Its unique material property and relatively mature
growth technique have suited it well for fabricating mid-infrared QCLs. Since
the first demonstration of the QCL on an InP material system in 1994 [1] the
development of InP-based QCLs has been greatly improved. Devices with
a lasing wavelength between 3.8 and 11.5 µm that are capable of deliver-
ing over 100 mW optical output under room temperature continuous-wave
(CW) operation have been demonstrated [27], [28]. The highest room tem-
perature CW output power has reached 5.1 W from an InP-based QCL with
4.9 µm emission wavelength [29]. AlAs layers are inserted in some designs
of the QCL in the barrier layer to prevent electrons from leaking into the
continuum [29].
The active region in InP-based QCLs usually consists of 30-50 stages of
the quantum cascade structures with InxGa1−xAs/InyAl1−yAs quantum well
and barrier superlattice. Here x and y are chosen to balance the compressive
strain in the wells with tensile strain in the barriers so that the grown QCL
wafers can be free of misfit dislocations to a certain degree. Electron-phonon
interaction is utilized to ensure ultrafast lower lasing level depopulation in
the active region design.
The waveguide structure ensures good optical confinement and is crucial
to laser performance. Typical choices of waveguide structure in InP-based
QCLs are either a ternary compound semiconductor like In0.53Ga0.47As or
binary InP. Ternary compounds offer higher refractive index, making them
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ideal to be placed right outside the quantum cascade lasing core for better
optical confinement. However they have lower thermal conductivity than
InP, so the thermal performance tends to be poorer. Using an InP cladding
layer enhances heat removal of the device with a small sacrifice of the optical
confinement factor. Doping concentration is also actively utilized to reduce
the refractive index because of plasmon resonance.
The standard fabrication flow of an InP-based mid-IR QCL starts with
laser ridge definition followed by surface passivation with dielectric deposi-
tion (usually SiO2 or SiNx), metalization using e-beam evaporation, and die
bonding and wire bonding. For the ridge definition part, there are two ad-
vanced techniques developed. Double-channel formation from wet etching
provides a relatively easy way to develop a laser ridge that can be achieved
by conventional photolithography and non-selective wet etching [30]. Figure
3.1 shows the cross section of a mid-infrared InP-based QCL with double-
channel ridge waveguide. In pursuit of higher optical output power and bet-
ter wall-plug efficiency, another way of defining the laser ridge—the buried
heterostructure—has been developed [31]. The laser ridge is first formed by
non-selective wet etching. Then the sample is loaded into a metal-organic
chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) chamber for selective area regrowth of
Fe-doped semi-insulating InP to planarize the structure. The regrown InP
serves as an excellent current confinement medium while providing a good
thermal path for the device. In Fig. 3.2 the cross section SEM image of a
buried heterostructure QCL is shown.
InP-based QCLs have proven to be a robust and versatile coherent source
for mid-infrared emission that can be used for various applications. An InP-
based mid-infrared QCL has been fabricated using material based on a struc-
ture by [32] and grown by Gloria Höfler, and characterized to calibrate the
testing equipment in-house.
3.2 Fabrication of the InP-based Mid-infrared
Quantum Cascade Laser
Most mid-infrared quantum cascade lasers are built with InP or GaAs lattice
matched epitaxial material. Because of the n+-i-n structure, the general
processing flow includes wet etching to form the laser ridge, passivation layer
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Figure 3.1: Cross section SEM image of an InP-based mid-infrared QCL
with laser ridge formed by double-channel etching [30].
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Figure 3.2: Cross section SEM image of an InP-based mid-infrared QCL
with buried heterostructure [31].
deposition and metal contact evaporation. If a backside contact is needed,
the processed chip is lapped and polished to deposit backside metal. The
processed chip is then cleaved and diced into individual die and bonded on
the heatsink.
An InP-based mid-infrared quantum cascade laser is processed as follows.
The cross section of the epitaxial layer is stain-etched as shown in Fig. 3.3.
The epitaxial structure starts with InP top cladding layer followed by heavily
n-type doped InGaAs layer. The quantum cascade region has 30 stages of
lasing active region and injector. Between the lasing active region and the
InP substrate is the n-type doped InGaAs layer for optical confinement.
The InP top cladding layer needs to be wet etched to form the laser ridge.
Typically for mid-infrared QCLs there are two types of ridge [32]. The deep
ridge usually etches beyond the lasing active region to reduce the threshold
current. The shallow ridge usually stops in the top cladding layer or the top
n-type doped layer to increase the current spreading in the active region and
improve the peak output power. For the epitaxial layer shown in Fig. 3.3
the laser ridge is etched all the way through the top InP cladding layer with
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Figure 3.3: Stain-etched cross section of an InP-based quantum cascade
laser epitaxial layers.
phosphoric acid based etching solution. The width of the laser ridge ranges
from 24 to 34 µm.
The passivation layer of a conventional quantum cascade laser is usually
a thin layer of silicon nitride or silicon dioxide. In the fabrication of this
InP-based quantum cascade laser a benzocyclobutene (BCB) planarization
process is used instead of the typical silicon nitride passivation layer. After
the planarization a BCB etch-back process with CF4 and O2 in a reactive
ion etching tool is applied. Once the semiconductor on the laser ridge is
exposed the Ge/Au/Ni/Au metal contact is evaporated by e-beam to form
the top electrode. The sample is thinned down to 150 µm thick and polished
until it reaches a mirror finish. The backside metal contact is evaporated and
annealed. The sample is cleaved into individual die and the die are bonded
to a copper heatsink with electroplated indium and wire-bonded for testing.
In Fig. 3.4 the fabrication process of an InP-based QCL is shown.
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Figure 3.4: Fabrication process for an InP-based QCL.
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3.3 Characterization of the InP-based Mid-infrared
Quantum Cascade Laser
3.3.1 Electrical Characterization
The conventional quantum cascade laser is based on an n+-i-n scheme. The
first step to characterize the device is to measure its impedance. The InP-
based QCL is tested with an Agilent E3631A DC Power Supply at room
temperature. The IV characteristic is shown in Fig. 3.5. Based on the linear
fitting of the measurement data, the impedance of the device for low current
injection is around 18.5 Ω. Theoretically the impedance of the quantum
cascade laser is different for sub-threshold and above-threshold range as the
quantum states alignment in the active region affects the carrier flow in
the device and the resistance between the two terminals. As the device is
driven above threshold the quantum states in the active region are better
aligned and carrier flow is facilitated; therefore the impedance is expected to
decrease. This fitted impedance is for sub-threshold range but can serve as
a good starting point.
From the IV characteristic it is confirmed that the fabrication is successful.
The impedance is slightly higher than that in published results of InP-based
mid-infrared QCLs. With optimized processing flow the impedance should
decrease.
3.3.2 Optical Characterization
The InP-based QCL is tested with pulsed current at low temperature as a
starting point. The mid-infrared range includes thermal emission. The LO
phonon energy in InP is 42.6 meV. Therefore, it is better to start the mea-
surement at low temperature to reduce phonon emission and phonon-assisted
free carrier absorption. Another advantage of low-temperature measurement
is to bound electrons in the quantum wells rather than allowing electrons to
enter continuum state. Testing the device with pulsed current also reduces
heat generation in the device so that the true emission events can be observed
better.
The optical measurement setup of the mid-infrared QCL is shown in Fig.
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Figure 3.5: IV characteristic of an InP-based mid-infrared QCL at room
temperature.
3.6. The electrical supply of the pulse comes from an HP214B pulse gen-
erator. The pulse generator requires 50 Ω load; therefore a 32 Ω resistor is
put in series with the device to match the input impedance. The Agilent
E3631A DC Power Supply is used to ground one terminal. A Tektronix CT2
high-frequency current sensor is used to measure the pulsed current through
the device and the output signal is sent to an oscilloscope. The device is
mounted on a copper heatsink and loaded in a cryostat. The emission facet
faces a ZnSe optical window to minimize absorption through the optical win-
dow. Two collimating lenses are used to collimate the beam into a high-speed
MCT photodetector. The output signal from the MCT photodetector is first
amplified then sent to an oscilloscope. A Lakeshore DRC 93-A cryogenic
temperature controller is used to monitor and control the temperature of the
device in the cryostat.
The measurement shown in Fig. 3.7 is taken at 77 K. The current-voltage
(IV) measurement is shown as the black curve and the light output-current
(LI) measurement is shown as the blue curve. The pulse width is 750 ns and
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Figure 3.6: Low-temperature pulsed measurement setup for mid-infrared
QCLs.
the pulse repetition rate is 1 kHz. Based on the light-current-voltage (LIV)
characteristic, the threshold current is 1.3 A. The device length is 1 mm and
the laser ridge is 24 µm wide. The threshold current density is 5.42 kA/cm2.
Compared with QCLs of similar emission wavelength and similar epitaxial
layer structure, this threshold current density value is high. This might be
due to ineffective heat dissipation at the heat sink. An optimized processing
and wire bonding process should improve the device performance.
The same device is also measured at different temperatures and with dif-
ferent pulse widths. The threshold current density at 120 K with 1 µs pulse
duration is 7.08 kA/cm 2. It is observed that when the pulse duration is be-
low 300 ns there is no optical emission. This can be explained by the energy
band diagram at the interface of the n+ terminal and the lasing active region
which is shown in Fig. 3.8. This is simulated by the advanced Schrödinger-
Poisson solver. When the temperature is very low and the current injection
level is low due to the short pulse duration, the electrons can only occupy
low energy states that may not be high enough to align with the injector
state in the first stage of the lasing active region. Therefore, the injection
efficiency from the n+ layer into the quantum cascade region is reduced.
The peak output power obtained from one facet of the device is 0.16 mW.
This includes correction from transmission loss at the ZnSe optical window on
the cryostat and two ZnSe coated collimating lenses. This peak output power
is lower than that reported in [32]. If beam divergence can be measured, the
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Figure 3.7: Pulsed LIV characteristic of the InP-based mid-infrared QCL at
77 K.
Figure 3.8: Simulated energy band diagram at the interface between n+
layer and the lasing active region.
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peak output power can be corrected by checking if all the output power is
collected by the MCT photodetector. Because the output power level is low







4.1 Design of the GaAs-based Mid-infrared
Transistor-injected Quantum Cascade Laser
With the modeling capability described in Chapter 2, the concept of the mid-
infrared TI-QCL was applied to the design of a GaAs-based mid-infrared
TI-QCL. On an n-type doped GaAs substrate with 3 × 1018 cm−3 dop-
ing concentration the n-type doped bottom cladding layer of Al0.9Ga0.1As
is grown. The high aluminum concentration is chosen to reduce the re-
fractive index in the wavelength range of interest. On top of the bottom
cladding is the n-type doped GaAs collector with a doping concentration
of 1 × 1017 cm−3. In the quantum cascade region there are 28 stages of
GaAs/AlGaAs superlattice. Starting from the injection barrier the layer
sequence is 2.8/3.4/1.7/3.0/1.8/2.8/2.0/3.0/2.6/3.0/4.6/1.9/1.1/5.4/1.1/4.8.
The p-type doped base is GaAs with graded doping concentration. The In-
GaP/GaAs heterojunction forms the emitter-base junction. The top cladding
layer is the same material as the bottom. The structure is finished by an In-
GaAs emitter cap layer. In Fig. 4.1 the stain-etched cross section of the
GaAs-based TI-QCL epitaxial layers is shown.
4.2 Fabrication of the GaAs-based Mid-infrared
Transistor-injected Quantum Cascade Laser
4.2.1 Fabrication of the BCB-passivated Device
The fabrication of the TI-QCL incorporated the formation of both an edge-
emitting laser and an HBT. The InGaP/GaAs emitter-base heterojunction
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Figure 4.1: Stain-etched cross section of a GaAs-based transistor-injected
quantum cascade laser epitaxial layers.
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forms a natural etch stop structure that allows selective wet chemical etch-
ing. The emitter is patterned with photolithography and wet etched with
acid-based etchant to form the laser ridge. Either phosphoric acid or sulfuric
acid can be used combined with hydrogen peroxide and deionized water for
etching GaAs, InGaAs and AlGaAs. The thin layer of InGaP emitter can
be etched with diluted HCl to expose the base semiconductor. A planariza-
tion process using benzocyclobutene (BCB) can be applied to passivate the
surface. A thin layer of BCB is spun on the sample and baked to form the
planarization layer. The BCB is first etched back with CF4 and O2 in a
reactive ion etching (RIE) tool to expose the emitter mesa. Then the BCB
on the base is patterned with photoresist and etched with RIE to expose
the base semiconductor. The emitter and base contact are both on the top
side and are deposited by e-beam evaporation at the same time. Due to the
high doping concentration in the InGaAs emitter cap layer the Ti/Pt/Au
contact is used. The collector contact is formed on the backside after the
processed chip is lapped down to 150 µm and polished with e-beam evapo-
ration. For n-type doped GaAs, an AuGe/Ni/Au contact is selected to form
an ohmic contact after thermal annealing. In Fig. 4.2 the processing flow
of a GaAs-based TI-QCL with BCB planarization and passivation layer is
shown.
4.2.2 Fabrication of the SiNx-passivated Device
As mentioned before, in the fabrication of the conventional mid-infrared
QCL, a thin layer of silicon nitride or silicon dioxide is deposited to form
a passivation layer. The processing flow of a SiNx passivated TI-QCL is very
similar to that depicted in Fig. 4.2. The only difference is that the BCB is
replaced with silicon nitride deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD). As the silicon nitride is conformal there is no etch-back
process. The SiNx layer is selectively patterned with photoresist and etched
with freon-based RIE to open windows on the emitter ridge and the base.
In Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 the base and emitter side cross sections of a SiNx
passivated device are shown.
The processed chip is cleaved into individual die and bonded to a copper
heatsink. As the TI-QCL requires high operating current the device is wire
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Figure 4.2: The processing flow of the GaAs-based transistor-injected
quantum cascade laser.
Figure 4.3: A SiNx passivated GaAs-based transistor-injected quantum
cascade laser (emitter side).
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Figure 4.4: A SiNx passivated GaAs-based transistor-injected quantum
cascade laser (base side).
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bonded. In Fig. 4.5 SEM images of a wire-bonded device are shown.
4.2.3 Ohmic Contact on p-type GaAs
It is very important to reduce the contact resistance in QCLs and TI-QCLs.
Due to the intersubband transition nature of the quantum cascade region,
most QCLs require high electrical power input. More resistive metal contacts
require additional voltage drop on the contacts, thus increasing the voltage
demand on the power supply. In addition, high contact resistance brings
more joule heat and suppresses optical emission, especially for mid-infrared
emission wavelengths.
To reduce the free carrier absorption in the GaAs-based TI-QCL, most
of the GaAs base is not heavily doped. Two types of metal contacts are
used to improve the contact resistance. Ti/Pt/Au is a commonly used ohmic
contact for p-type GaAs [33]. In the fabrication of the TI-QCL, the Ti/Pt/Au
contact is evaporated by e-beam. The base contact resistance is measured
by the transmission line method (TLM) and the IV characteristic is shown
in Fig. 4.6 (a). The measured IV curves are then linear fitted to find the
contact resistance (shown in Fig. 4.6 (b)). Based on the fitting result the
base contact resistance of Ti/Pt/Au on Be-doped GaAs is as high as 434 Ω.
Another ohmic contact that is used for p-typed GaAs is Pd/Zn/Pd/Au
[34]. The Pd penetrates the native oxide of GaAs and forms binary and
ternary compounds with the GaAs. These compounds lead to the formation
of Ga vacancies and improve the diffusion of Zn to achieve better adhe-
sion and lower contact resistance. Due to the limitation of the evaporation
tools the Pd is evaporated in the e-beam evaporator. Then a thin layer
of Zn is thermally evaporated. The sample is then moved back to the e-
beam evaporator for Pd and Au evaporation. The IV characteristic of the
Pd/Zn/Pd/Au contact is shown in Fig. 4.7 (a) and the contact resistance
measured by TLM is shown in Fig. 4.7 (b). However, the TLM measurement
is not very consistent so it is very hard to evaluate the contact resistance of
the Pd/Zn/Pd/Au contact. One possible reason for the inconsistency is that
Zn is likely to be oxidized after the thermal evaporation. This problem can
be solved by thermally evaporating Zn and Au before moving the sample to








Figure 4.6: (a) IV characteristic of the Ti/Pt/Au base contact. (b) Linear




Figure 4.7: (a) IV characteristic of the Pd/Zn/Pd/Au base contact. (b)
Contact resistance of Pd/Zn/Pd/Au measured by TLM.
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4.3 Characterization of the GaAs-based
Transistor-injected Quantum Cascade Laser
4.3.1 Characterization in the Common-base Configuration
The electrical characterization of the transistor-injected quantum cascade
laser in the common-base configuration starts with the measurement of the
transistor family of curves. The common-base configuration is especially
useful in characterizing the device, as the voltage drop across the quan-
tum cascade region can be controlled individually by tuning the VCB. The
base terminal is grounded. The emitter-base junction is under forward-bias
and the base-collector junction is under reverse-bias. The injection current
through the quantum cascade region is controlled by the biasing condition
in the emitter-base junction while the base-collector junction voltage is con-
trolled by VCB. The device is driven by the Agilent E3631A DC power supply
on a probe station. The transistor family of curves is shown in Fig. 4.8. As
the emitter-base junction is more biased, higher current is injected from the
emitter through the base into the collector. Compared with traditional HBT
it takes higher VCB in the TI-QCL to enter the forward active mode. This
is because the quantum states in the quantum cascade region need a cer-
tain biasing condition to align. The current gain β in the TI-QCL is much
higher than in an LET or a TL. This is because the radiative recombina-
tion in the base is not enhanced and the quantum cascade region employs
electron intersubband transition instead of electron-hole recombination for
optical emission. The base recombination is key to the operation of an HBT.
The electron-hole recombination in a conventional HBT dissipates energy as
heat. In the LET the radiative recombination is utilized for optical emission.
In the TL quantum wells are buried in the base to enhance the radiative re-
combination for stimulated emission. In the TI-QCL, spontaneous emission
in the base from radiative recombination is also observed and is shown to be
controllable through the base-collector biasing condition VCB. The device
is driven by the Agilent E3631A DC power supply. The optical emission
is collected by a Newport 818-SL silicon photodetector. The spectrum is
measured by an HP optical spectrum analyzer.
In Fig. 4.9 the base current and the light output from the base radiative
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Figure 4.8: The transistor family of curves of the GaAs-based TI-QCL in
the common-base configuration.
recombination in the common-base configuration are shown. At a constant
emitter injection level, with increasing VCB the base current first decreases
then stays stable or increases slightly at high emitter injection level. Under
the same condition the light output from the radiative base recombination
generally follows the same trend as the base current. When the VCB is
highly reverse-biased, the radiative base recombination intensity stays rela-
tively stable. This is because at higher current injection level the radiative
recombination process is suppressed. In addition, as temperature increases
electrons have more energy to overcome the emitter-base barrier. This re-
verse injection is validated by emission in the InGaP emitter. The inset of
the Fig. 4.9 (right) shows the spectrum of the radiative base recombination.
Because the base is bulk GaAs, the emission wavelength is 880 nm.
It is shown that the base-collector voltage controls the intensity of the ra-
diative recombination by affecting the effective electron lifetime in the base.
The simulated electron quantized states in the quantum cascade region un-
der different base-collector biasing conditions are plotted and positioned on
the eigenenergies in Fig. 4.10. When VCB is low (top panel of Fig. 4.10)
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Figure 4.9: The base current (left) and the light output (right) from the
base radiative recombination of a GaAs-based TI-QCL in the common-base
configuration.
electron bound states in the quantum cascade region are not well aligned
and the overlap between states is poor. Electron transport from the base
into the collector is inhibited and the effective electron lifetime in the base is
enhanced. Therefore the base recombination is enhanced. In the top panel
of Fig. 4.10 it is obvious that the electron transition between states is not
facilitated due to small wavefunction overlap. As the base-collector junc-
tion is biased towards the desired biasing condition for mid-infrared emission
(middle panel) the electron quantized states have more spatial overlap and
electron-LO phonon interaction is effectively utilized for quantized states
depopulation. Therefore electron transition into the collector is facilitated
and the radiative base recombination is reduced. The energy difference be-
tween the upper and lower lasing levels is 113 meV. When the base-collector
junction is even more reverse-biased (bottom panel) the electron quantized
states stay relatively stable and the radiative base recombination intensity
stays stable.
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Figure 4.10: Electron quantized states in one and a half stages of the
quantum cascade region under different base-collector biasing conditions.
The wavefunction of the quantum states is positioned on the energy
eigenvalue. The red arrow shows the intersubband transition. The red
number shows the transition energy.
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Figure 4.11: The transistor family of curves of the GaAs-based TI-QCL in
the common-emitter configuration.
4.3.2 Characterization in the Common-emitter Configuration
The same device is also characterized in the common-emitter configuration
where the emitter terminal is grounded. The measurement setup is the same
as in the common-base configuration. In the common-emitter configuration
the transistor family of curves is shown in Fig. 4.11. The voltage across
the base-collector junction determines the quantum states alignment, so the
variable in the figure is VCB.
In Fig. 4.12 the base current and the light output intensity from the
radiative base recombination in the common-emitter configuration are shown.
The overall trend is the same as in the common-base configuration. Under
the same emitter injection level the base current decreases first and then
increases slightly. The radiative base recombination basically follows the
same trend.
The radiative base recombination in the GaAs-based TI-QCL is weaker
than in the LET or the TL at the same level of current injection because
there are no quantum wells to achieve stimulated emission or to enhance the
spontaneous emission. However from the quantum cascade laser perspec-
tive, reduced radiative base recombination saves electrons for intersubband
transition.
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Figure 4.12: The base current (left) and the light (right) output from the







5.1 Design of the InP-based Mid-infrared
Transistor-injected Quantum Cascade Laser
The concept of the TI-QCL is applied to the InP material system for coherent
mid-infrared emission sources. The design of the InP-based mid-infrared
TI-QCL is built based on the theory described in Chapter 2. The HBT
structure is designed based on an InP/InGaAs heterojunction as the emitter-
base junction. The quantum cascade region is inserted between the base
and the collector. Considering that the band bending at the base-quantum
cascade region interface in the previous design in the GaAs material system is
too sharp, leading to poor alignment of the quantum states in the triangle well
formed at the GaAs/AlGaAs interface with those in the first injector in the
quantum cascade region, the band bending in the base-QCL interface in the
InP-based TI-QCL is fixed by inserting an n-type doped layer. The inserted
n-type doped layer would flatten the energy band and lower eigenenergies in
the base. This increases the injection efficiency for the device. The material,
thickness and doping concentration of the inserted n-type doped layer require
many considerations as described in Section 2.4.
The epitaxial layer structure of the InP-based mid-infrared TI-QCL starts
with InP substrate with n-type doped chirped superlattice layer of In0.52Al0.48As
and In0.53Ga0.47As. This is purely from a practical growth perspective. The
In0.53Ga0.47As collector doped with Si is grown on top of the chirped superlat-
tice. The quantum cascade region has In0.52Al0.48As as the quantum barrier
and In0.53Ga0.47As as the quantum well. The layer sequence starting from the
injector barrier is 2.3/4.0/1.1/3.6/1.2/3.2/1.2/3.0/1.6/3.0/3.8/2.1/1.2/6.5/
1.2/5.3 where the bold layers are n-type doped with a doping concentration
of 2× 1017 cm−3. The quantum cascade region has 30 stages. The designed
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Figure 5.1: Stain-etched cross section of a InP-based transistor-injected
quantum cascade laser epitaxial layers.
emission wavelength is 8 µm. On top of the quantum cascade region is the
inserted n-type doped In0.53Ga0.47As with a thickness of 15 nm and a dop-
ing concentration 1 × 1017 cm−3. The p-type doped In0.53Ga0.47As base has
graded doping concentration from 1×1017 cm−3 to 5×1018 cm−3 in the base
contact cap layer. The emitter is InP which also serves as the top cladding
layer finished by a 50 nm thick heavily doped In0.53Ga0.47As as the emitter
cap layer. In Fig. 5.1 the stain-etched cross section SEM image of the InP-
based mid-infrared TI-QCL epitaxial layers is shown. In Fig. 5.2 the TEM
image of the quantum cascade region is shown.
In Fig. 5.3 the simulated optical field distribution is shown in the cross
section of the InP-based TI-QCL. The simulation also helps find the opti-
mized laser ridge width and depth. Shown in Fig. 5.3 is a device with 8 µm
wide laser ridge. It is clearly seen that the optical field is confined in the
quantum cascade region.
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Figure 5.2: TEM image of the quantum cascade region in the InP-based
transistor-injected quantum cascade laser epitaxial layers.
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Figure 5.3: Optical field distribution in the cross section of an InP-based
transistor-injected quantum cascade laser.
5.2 Fabrication of InP-based Mid-infrared
Transistor-injected Quantum Cascade Laser
The InP-based TI-QCL has a fabrication flow similar to those of its GaAs
counterparts. A new photomask set is designed. The laser ridge has a width
ranging from 10 to 20 µm. In Fig. 5.4 the photomask layout is shown.
The processing flow starts with defining the laser ridge with wet chemical
etching. InGaAs and InP naturally take different acids to etch. Therefore
the InP emitter is an etch-stop layer for the InGaAs emitter cap while the
InGaAs base is an etch-stop for the InP emitter. The InGaAs emitter cap
is etched with a solution based on phosphoric acid and hydrogen peroxide.
The InP emitter is etched with a mixture of hydrochloric acid and phosphoric
acid. The ratio of HCl to H3PO4 determines the etch rate and the etching
profile. For a controllable wet etching the ratio 1:3 is used here, which gives
a 450 nm/min etch rate. A thin layer of silicon nitride is deposited as a
passivation layer. The SiNx is then patterned with reactive ion etching to
expose the emitter and the base semiconductor. The emitter and base con-
tacts are formed by e-beam evaporation. As both cap layers are InGaAs,
the Ti/Pt/Au contact is used. The sample is then thinned down to around
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Figure 5.4: Photomask layout for the InP-based transistor-injected
quantum cascade laser.
150 µm and the collector AuGe/Ni/Au contact is formed in the backside
by e-beam evaporation. The sample is cleaved into die and bonded to the
copper heatsink. In Fig. 5.5 the SEM image of a bonded device is shown.
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The TI-QCL is a novel integration method of the HBT and the QCL. By
incorporating the quantum cascade structure in the fully depleted base-
collector junction of an HBT, the current and voltage control in the intersub-
band emission region are decoupled. As the current through the quantum
cascade region determines the intersubband emission optical output power
while the voltage across it determines the emission wavelength, the TI-QCL
has potential to deliver spectrally stable optical output under different injec-
tion current levels and separation of amplitude and frequency modulation.
Theoretical models have been developed to simulate the carrier transporta-
tion and optical field distribution to optimize the epitaxial layer structure
and fabrication flow. First a Schrödinger-Poisson solver based on the trans-
fer matrix method and the finite difference method is developed to calculate
electron quantized states in the superlattice structure. The solver is then up-
dated to incorporate several key physical phenomena and solve rate equations
self-consistently. An advanced model depicting carrier transport based on the
non-equilibrium Green’s function method is developed to refine the epitax-
ial layer design. A COMSOL model based on the finite element method
is built to simulate optical field distribution in the device. The transistor
performance is simulated with Synopsys Sentaraus TCAD using the finite
difference method.
Epitaxial layers of TI-QCLs in GaAs and InP material systems have been
grown by a commercial crystal grower using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE).
A conventional mid-infrared InP-based QCL epitaxial structure is grown by
MBE too for calibrating processing flow and characterization setup.
An InP-based QCL has been fabricated and characterized. To optimize
the device performance, the laser ridge dimension has been simulated by
the COMSOL model to achieve the best optical confinement. During the
fabrication process, both silicon nitride and BCB have been used to passivate
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or planarize the device. The fabricated InP-based QCL has been used to
calibrate the MCT photodetector.
A GaAs-based TI-QCL has been fabricated and characterized. Two types
of metal contact have been applied to the device to reduce p-type GaAs
contact resistance and to improve the device performance. The radiative base
recombination in the GaAs-based TI-QCl has been characterized and shown
to be controllable by the alignment of the quantum states in the quantum
cascade region under certain base-collector junction biasing conditions.
An InP-based TI-QCL epitaxial layer structure has been designed and
grown. To improve the electron injection efficiency a thin layer of n-type
doped semiconductor is inserted between the base and the first stage of the
quantum cascade structure. According to the simulation result this inserted
n-layer would reshape the energy band bending and increase the electron
injection efficiency in the TI-QCL to a level close to that in standard QCLs.
The radiative base recombination in the direct-bandgap base of the TI-
QCL has been observed and characterized. It is shown that the intensity of
the base recombination is controllable through the quantum states alignment
in the quantum cascade region under different base-collector junction biasing
conditions. This allows the TI-QCL to be a dual-channel emission device.
As the base-collector biasing condition creates the upper and lower lasing
levels for the designed emission wavelength, recombination lifetime in the
base is reduced as impedance to electrons to transition through the quan-
tum cascade region is reduced. When the base-collector biasing condition
creates quantum states not aligned to deliver the intersubband emission, the
radiative recombination is enhanced. This makes the TI-QCL a promising
candidate for applications in sensing and imaging where the radiative base
recombination emission can be used as an indicator.
The concept of the TI-QCL has the potential to be applied to all wave-
length ranges currently covered by conventional QCLs. The quantum cascade
region allows various kinds of designs of quantum wells and barriers that can
emit from near-infrared to far-infrared. The waveguide design relies on low
refractive index in doped semiconductors, in certain ternary semiconductor
materials or in metals. The waveguide design can be changed to provide
optimized optical confinement in different emission wavelength ranges.
With the separation of the current and voltage control of the quantum
cascade region the TI-QCL is capable of delivering spectrally stable optical
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output under all kinds of current injection levels. This is especially useful in
applications such as gas sensing spectroscopy where stable optical wavelength
is desired. The decoupling of current through and the voltage drop across
the active region also enables both the amplitude and frequency modulation.
The amplitude modulation can be realized by modulating the emitter ter-
minal injection level. The optical output intensity is modulated accordingly.
The frequency modulation can be realized by modulating the base-collector
junction biasing level and the emission wavelength can be modulated. This
is especially useful in applications such as free space optical communication.
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